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Our Editors Note 

 

The students of Grade 7 are happy to present the newsletter

for the month of November,2022. We have put together

how we celebrated various festivals in school together and

spread joy around. Here is a bouquet of our memories for

you readers to enjoy.

NPS, HSR



NPS HSR INTER-SCHOOL 

CHESS TOURNAMENT
 

National Public School, HSR Layout was very proud to present its maiden Inter-school Chess Tournament.

The event was a grand success with participants pouring into the school in large numbers. The event

spanned over two days- Friday, November 18th and Saturday, November 19th  2022. it was a breath taking

scene to see all the 500 children playing simultaneously in pin drop silence. they were FOCUSED, attentive

and playing for the spirit of the game. The organisers were constantly on their toes.  

 

 There were applications from over 15 schools across Bengaluru and Mysuru. Some of the schools that

participated were Sri Kumarans Childrens Home, Vidyashilp Academy, Greenwood High- Sarjapur Road, NPS

HSR, NPS Koramangala, NPS Rajajinagar, NPS Mysore, Silicon City Academy for Secondary Education,

GEAR Innovative International School and The International School Bangalore(TISB).

 

 Mr. Sushrutha Reddy, winner of the Millionaire Chess Tournament in 2014, supervised the tournament.

There were many categories for playing according to age like Under 7,9,11,13 and 16. Selections were taken

and students were categorized in a category. The atmosphere was tense. In both boys and girls overall,

Greenwood High emerged champions and NPS HSR were runners-up.

-Abhinav Sachin

Grade 7A

-Gauri S Nair



IF  I  WERE A LEADER
If I were a leader there’d be no hue and cry

I’d just do my job well 

which is easy as pie.

There are too many fights with neighbouring lands.

just for a little territory

Why not instead just hold hands 

the borders are fine! just stick to peace!

 

There’s also the problem that some people are

less privileged than others, and capitalism is blamed 

But with just a little aid from the wealthy

the beast of poverty will have been tamed

 

We all know we must do only good things

and know what’s wrong and right

So, everyone shall be taught to do only good

and there won’t be any thieves to fear at night.

 

Grown-ups use so many fancy words like “democracy "and “politics”

but fixing all the problems in the world doesn’t require vocabulary so complex 

and some issues are little known through radio and T.V

only talked about by children like me.

 

We need fewer exams and more fun activities 

child friendly syllabus and more P.E.s

I feel solving all these problems

does not require a lot of IQ.

if I could run the nation that’s precisely what I'd do.

-Aahan Sarin

 



Earth as our Refuge
The earth, our planet, is nearly 4.5 billion years old 

and yet it still stands, as good as gold 

However, this longevity is now threatened 

scientists have recently reckoned 

That the plastics we use and the gases we burn 

may cause the fate of the world to take a bad turn 

So let us join hands for the betterment of earth 

and fight with whatever we are worth 

Let's recycle plastics and stop burning the gases 

and let's spread this message to the masses 

Let's make our world a beautiful place for the generations to come 

and together, all odds, we will overcome! 

by Ketam Jha
 

 

By Sudeeksha

Grade 7B

 By Shashank 



         ~Aditi.S 1st November: Rajyotsava Day

Rajyotsava Day, also known as Karnataka Rajyotsava or Kannada

Rajyotsava is This was the day in 1956 when all the Kannada language-

speaking regions of south western India were merged to form the state

of Karnataka.

 

8th November: Guru Nanak Dev's Birthday

This is to commemorate the birth anniversary of the first Sikh Guru,

Guru Nanak Dev. This day is also known as Prakash Utsav or Guru

Purab.   

   

14th November: Children's Day

Also known as Bal Divas, this day, people are made aware of children's

rights, education and welfare. It is celebrated on the birthday of India's

first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.

 

24th November: Thanksgiving

This day is observed on the fourth Thursday of November. It is an

annual national holiday in the United States and Canada celebrating the

harvest and other blessings of the past year. 

 

 

Hello November

            ~Samriddhi.C

Grade 7C



                  ~Rajdeep.B

November 4- 

November 8-

 November 9-

November 11-

On November 4, Friday, the moon hovers near the giant planet,

Jupiter

           TAURIDS METEOR SHOWERS

While not always the flashiest, the currently active Southern

Taurids reached its peak on Nov. 4 to Nov. 5, displaying its dim but

still impressionable fireballs. According to NASA, the spectacle is

created when the dust of the comet Encke hits the Earth's

atmosphere and heats up.

A complete lunar eclipse was seen on November 8.

This lunar eclipse was seen a fortnight after the partial solar

eclipse.

Uranus known as the "Ice Giant" planet and famous for its cold

atmosphere and many moons, reached opposition this month,

allowing for anyone with a pair of binoculars to catch a glimpse of

the seventh planet from the sun. On Nov. 9, Uranus will lie opposite

to the sun, meaning once the sun sets the planet will rise and shine

at its brightest and be seen at its largest.

On November 11, the Moon was seen stationed directly between

Mars and the star Elnath. Elnath is the second brightest star in

the constellation Taurus after Aldebaran.

Celestial Objects

        ~Kavya.M 

https://blogs.nasa.gov/Watch_the_Skies/2015/10/26/the-taurid-swarm-is-upon-us/


Sreeya.R 

~Sreeya.R

 

~Tanvi G.

~ Aditi  C.

7D
Grade

The Joys of November

The month before the world turns white,

The time we spent together 

With our families in candle light,

Its the month of november!

Rajyotsava and childrens day,

Those holidays are here

Then there comes thanksgiving day,

Which brings out holdiay cheer!

Soon after thanksgiving, november will die,

Goodbye to autumn season, 

So long coloured leaves and apple pie

The joy we felt is unreason!

 



~Pranjal  J. 

Across

1. Relativity

3. The most fundamental thing in the world, that appears everywhere

5. Before deploying, always ______ the product

7. One of the three main branches of sciences

8. A person in the field of science

9. A transport

Down

1. It was discovered by Benjamin Franklin

2. Field of living matter

3. _______________ caused by the core protects the Earth

4. He conceptualized the computer.

6. Applied math



EVENTS Upcoming Events
Grade 8 LIT-UP

Christmas Celebration

Primary Annual Event

Grade 5 Assembly

Parent Engagement Programme (PEP)
The grand finale of the PEP, PRESENTED

BY GRADE 7, was a huge success. It was

held on  19'th November ,Saturday, in

the TISB training academy.it consisted

of - skit, song, mime, dance,

invocation song, felicitation & the

principals' speech. 

Children's Day

On this day, the children of Grade 5-11

were invited to watch the timeless

play "kabuliwala"by Rabindranath

tagore. The donation was given to the

Indian Cancer Society (ICS). It was held

in the TISB training academy's

auditorium. it was presented by

BAnglore little theatre.

INTER-HOUSE DANCE COMPETITION (6-8)

INTER-HOUSE DANCE COMPETITION WAS

HELD ON 25TH NOVEMBER. aLL THE FOUR

HOUSES SET THE STAGE ON FIRE. THE

THEME OF THE DANCE COMPETITION WAS

THE NINE EMOTIONS OR THE 'NAVARASAS'.

the dancers danced to toe-tapping

music that made the crowd go wild.  

GRACE AND FINESSE  SESSIONS TO

TEACH LIFESKILLS FOR STUDENTS OF  

PRIMARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL WAS

INITIATED UNDER THE ABLE

GUIDANCE OF mS mITA ROY AND OUR

STUDENT ALUMNI MS. KAVYA BHATT.

GRACE AND FINESSE

Curiosite- The annual day

function hosted by Grade 5 on

November 5 ,2022.  The

students had to exhibit the

projects learnt through the

'Enquiry Based Learning' 

CURIOSITE



november in a nutshell

~ Myra Kashyap  7A

~Saanvi Gupta 7D 

~ Moulya .S 7D~ Prarthana Anil 7D~Anik Mallik 7D 

~Amoli Jain 7D


